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It’s the shortest day of the year—but also brings the promise of 
more daylight ahead.

A Specific Point in Time
Most people count the whole day as the December 
Solstice. However, the Solstice is actually at a specific 
moment - when the Sun is exactly overhead the 
Tropic of Capricorn.

FUN FACTS

The Date Varies
The December Solstice can happen on December 20, 
21, 22 or 23, though December 20 or 23 solstices are 
rare. The last December 23 solstice was in 1903 and 
will not happen again until 2303.

The Sun 'Stands Still'
The term solstice comes from the Latin word solstitium, 
meaning 'the Sun stands still'. This is because on this 
day, the Sun reaches its southern-most position as seen 
from the Earth. The Sun seems to stand still at the Tropic 
of Capricorn and then reverses its direction.

Celebrated Around the World
Many cultures around the world hold 
feasts and celebrate holidays around the 
December Solstice.
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It’s the shortest day of the year—but also brings the promise of 
more daylight ahead.

The winter solstice is what we call the moment when half of Earth is 
tilted the farthest away from the sun. It usually happens on December 
21 or 22, at the exact same second around the world.

The winter solstice is also the day of the year with the least amount of 
daytime, known as the shortest day of the year. 

In the summer, days feel longer because the Sun rises earlier in the 
morning and sets later at night. When the North Pole of the Earth is 
tilted toward the Sun, we in the northern hemisphere receive more 
sunlight and it's summer. As the Earth moves in its orbit, the tilt of the 
North Pole changes. When it is tilted away from the Sun, it is winter in 
the northern hemisphere. In between we have autumn and spring.

WINTER SOLSTICE

WINTER SOLSTICE

SUMMER SOLSTICE

north pole

south pole

north pole

south pole
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BUILD A REPLICA STONEHENGE!

 Use your design skills to come up with your own 
version of Stonehenge.

STEM CHALLENGE 

YOU WILL NEED: 
You will need: Cardboard, cards, Dominoes, 

cups, index cards, woodblocks, and even LEGO! 
Check the recycling bin too. 

 Stonehenge is a huge man-made circle of standing stones in 
Wiltshire, England. Built by our ancestors over many hundreds of 

years, it’s one of the world’s most famous prehistoric monuments… 
And one of it’s biggest mysteries, too!

It’s a question that has baffled people for centuries – and even to 
this day, no theory has been proven! How could people thousands 
of years ago have transported and arranged such colossal stones?
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INSTRUCTIONS:

STEP 1: First, you want to mix the gelatin
with the cold water until it’s all dissolved.
Now add a half cup of boiling water 
(adult help required) to the bowl, and 
stir it slowly until its completely dissolved.
STEP 2: Next, add 2 tablespoons of corn 
syrup and again, stir until dissolved.
STEP 3: Finally, it’s time for you to mix in 
the bird seed. Keep mixing until the 
gelatin/ corn syrup mixture evenly coats 
each seed. Let this rest for a couple of 
minutes if the mixture seems watery.
STEP 4: Now for the messy part, time to spoon the seed mixture 
into the cookie cutters. Fill the cookie cutters about half way and 
use a small piece of parchment paper to press the seeds firmly 
into the mold. Fill the cookie cutter to the top & press again.
STEP 5: To make a hole for your twine, push the straw into the 
birdseed. Leave plenty of room between the straw and the edge. 
Press around the straw to ensure the seeds will hold shape around 
the hole.
STEP 6: Place the cookie cutters in the fridge to set overnight. 
Once set, remove the cookie cutters by gently pushing at the 
edges until it falls out, taking extra care with detailed cookie 
cutters. Pop the straws out & thread the twine.

This is a fun and kid-friendly homemade birdseed 
ornament recipe that is perfect for Winter Solstice!

BIRD SEED ORNAMENTSBIRD SEED ORNAMENTSBIRD SEED ORNAMENTS

SUPPLIES:

½ cup of cold water
½ cup boiling water
2 packets of gelatin

2 Tablespoons of corn 
syrup

2 ½ cups of bird seed
Cookie Cutters

Straws cut in 2” pieces
Parchment paper

Twine or another kind 
of string
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CRYSTAL SNOWFLAKESCRYSTAL SNOWFLAKESCRYSTAL SNOWFLAKES

INSTRUCTIONS:

STEP 1: Cut a pipe cleaner into thirds, place the 
pieces together, then twist the center to hold 
them together and pull the 6 sides to look like a 
snowflake.
STEP 2: Then you need to cut 6, 1.5” pieces of 
matching pipe cleaner and twist one onto each 
arm of the snowflake.
STEP 3: Tie a long piece of string to the center 
of the pipe cleaner snowflake and wrap the other 
end around a pencil.
STEP 4: You want to dissolve 3 tablespoons of borax powder for each 
cup of boiling water. This will make a saturated solution.
STEP 5: Once you have filled your jars with the borax solution, hang 
your snowflakes or icicles down inside the jar. You need to make sure 
they are fully emerged but not touching the bottom or sides of the jars.
STEP 6: You want to set the jars in a quiet place where they won’t be 
disturbed. After 24 hours, gently take them out to dry on paper towels. 

SUPPLIES:

Borax 
Water

Jars or Vases 
(glass is preferred)

Craft sticks 
(pencils)

String or Ribbon
Pipe cleaners

When the flakes start flying, get set up to make your 
very own sparkling, indoor snowflakes.

THE SCIENCE 
Water is made up of molecules. When you boil the water, the molecules 
move away from one another. Boiling hot water allows for more borax 
powder to dissolve to create the desired saturated solution.

Within the liquid, there are still large particles that will settle slowly. 
Those particles land on the pipe cleaners and of course the bottom of 
the jar. As the water cools, the water molecules return back to their 
normal state, and this is when the particles start to settle and crystals 
are formed. 
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INSTRUCTIONS:

STEP 1: Get started by adding about 4 drops 
of a different color liquid food coloring to 
each balloon. 
STEP 2: Carefully fill your balloons about 1/3 
way full with water from your faucet.
STEP 3: Carefully remove the balloon from 
the faucet so the food coloring and water don’t splash around.
STEP 4: Tie off the balloons and set them outside in the snow 
to freeze overnight. Or you can stick them in your freezer!
STEP 5: Once your water balloons are frozen, carefully remove 
the balloon from the frozen ice. Have your kids dig small little 
holes along the sidewalk/path or around the yard and set your 
lights in the snow with an ice lantern on top.

If you have some pretty cold temperatures outside or are 
stuck in the Polar Vortex, how about you try these easy 
to make ice lanterns! 

ICE LANTERNSICE LANTERNSICE LANTERNS

SUPPLIES:

Large balloons
Food coloring

LED battery flicker 
lights

THE SCIENCE
Ice is frozen water. Water molecules are made of one oxygen atom 
bonded with two hydrogen atoms. You can have a little fun with the 
crystallization process of water. Water exists within all the states of 
matter. Water is, of course, a liquid, snow and ice are solids, and 
water vapor is a gas! Water and ice also represent the concept of 
reversible change. Water can change to ice and back again without 
the chemical composition being affected.
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INSTRUCTIONS:

STEP 1: Take a nature walk and collect 
materials or check out what you have in 
your own yard.
STEP 2: To make your ice ornaments, 
simply add bits of this and that to each 
compartment of your muffin tin. 
Alternatively you can use small plastic 
containers or even cut down milk cartons 
and other plastic jugs from the recycling bin.
STEP 3: Once you have filled each 
compartment with your materials, slowly add water to fill the 
compartment as well. 
STEP 4: To make a hanger for your icy winter tree ornament, cut 
an appropriate length of ribbon. Stick the two cut ends into the 
ornament.
STEP 5: Place your muffin tin in the freezer and wait! The 
ornaments should be frozen solid before you try to remove them. 
You may need to run the bottom of the pan under cool water, but 
ours came out fairly easily. Giving the muffin tin a small twist is 
enough to free the rest.
STEP 6: Get them outside before they start to melt and decorate 
your trees!

If you live in a particularly cold climate this time of 
year, winter that is, why not decorate the outdoors too!

ICE ORNAMENTSICE ORNAMENTSICE ORNAMENTS

SUPPLIES:

Water
Muffin Tin

Natural Materials 
{evergreen branches, 

pine cones, holly, 
acorns, and whatever 

else you have 
available}

Ribbon
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BUILD A SNOWFLAKEBUILD A SNOWFLAKEBUILD A SNOWFLAKE

INSTRUCTIONS:

STEP 1: Use markers to color 12 craft sticks.
STEP 2: Make a shape with six sides, and use
the hot glue gun to attach together.
STEP 3: Attach 2 of the other sticks together,
end to end. Repeat for the remaining 4 sticks.
STEP 4: Wrap these three long sticks with yarn.
STEP 5: Glue these onto your other shape.
STEP 6: Decorate your snowflake with anything
fun that you can find!

SUPPLIES:

Craft sticks
Hot glue gun

Markers
Yarn

Glitter, Beads,
or anything

sparkly

Get creative with craft supplies you have around your
house! Let’s build a snowflake!

SNOWFLAKE SCIENCE 
In winter, the air up there can be very cold — and will get chillier 
the higher you go. A snowflake begins to form when an extremely 
cold water droplet freezes onto a pollen or dust particle in the sky. 
This creates an ice crystal. As the ice crystal falls to the ground, 
water vapor freezes onto the primary crystal, building new crystals – 
the six arms of the snowflake.

The beautiful six-sided structure of snowflakes comes from the hex-
agonal lattice structure of ice. When water freezes, the molecules 
connect together and always form hexagons.  As more molecules 
are added, they form branches on each of the six sides.
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INSTRUCTIONS:

STEP 1: Cut the bottoms out of the cups for 
a better glow. (This is definitely an adult 
required step.) 
STEP 2: Make holes in the paper cups, 
plastic cups, or sparkly paper with a hole 
punch. Great job for kids!
STEP 3: If using card stock, roll into a tube 
shape and secure. It’s that simple to make 
these cute paper cup luminaries!
STEP 4: Switch on the flames tea lights and 
place your paper cup luminaries {or plastic 
cup or paper} on top! That’s it!

Brighten up your holiday with these super cute 
and easy paper cup luminaries!

PAPER CUP LUMINARIESPAPER CUP LUMINARIESPAPER CUP LUMINARIES

SUPPLIES:

Paper cups 
or plastic cups 
{leftover from 

parties!}
Scrapbook paper

Hole punch
Flameless tea 

lights 
{battery operated}

LUMINARIES
Luminaries are linked through history to the ancient tradition of 
communicating, warning and celebrating through linked bonfires.

When used in Christmas celebrations, the Roman Catholic Church 
believed the lights would guide the spirit of the Christ child to peo-
ple’s homes. These days luminaries are thought of more in the way 
people think of Christmas lights – something pretty and decorative 
to look at.
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INSTRUCTIONS:

STEP 1: Grab the materials! Make sure you have a good surface to 
make your snowflake artwork.
STEP 2: You can use simple blue painter’s 
tape or a fancier craft tape if you want to 
create your snowflakes. Now let those little 
hands tear the tape and design the 
snowflakes. 
STEP 3: Get painting! Acrylic paints are 
super easy and fun for kids to use!
STEP 4:  If you want to add a little bit of shimmer, you can 
sprinkle glitter onto the wet paint!
STEP 5: Once the paint is mostly dry, carefully peel off the tape to 
reveal your snowflakes!

This tape resist snowflake painting is easy and fun and 
a perfect winter activity for kids.

TAPE RESIST SNOWFLAKETAPE RESIST SNOWFLAKETAPE RESIST SNOWFLAKE

SUPPLIES:

Canvas tiles or thick 
watercolor paper
Watercolors or 

acrylic paint
Brushes

Painters tape
Glitter

RESIST ART

Resist art is an art technique that uses several layers to define a

design in negative space. Using clear medium, tape, or wax (crayon),

the artist covers portions of a surface with a "resist" layer to shape

invisible designs, patterns, and other things. The artist then paints

over the covered areas with a colored layer. The color sticks to the

surrounding surface, letting the resist layer show through.
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This is a fun and easy Yule log ornament 
craft to do with your kids!

YULE LOG

INSTRUCTIONS:

STEP 1: Print out yule log template.
STEP 2: Color the log with markers and cut out.
STEP 3: Wrap the paper log around your toilet
paper tube and tape.
STEP 4: Push pins into the bottom of the tube
so your log does not roll.
STEP 5: Cut out two different colored strips of
paper with template and fold them into an
accordion. (see photos) Repeat so you have two.
STEP 6: Cut out the candle shapes out of colored paper and tape to 
the accordions.
STEP 7: Tape the accordion candles to the top of your yule log.

SUPPLIES:

Yule log template
Toilet paper tube

Tape
Markers

Push pins
Colored paper

Glue stick
Scissors

HISTORY OF THE YULE LOG
The custom of burning the Yule Log goes back to medieval times. It was 
originally a Nordic tradition. Yule is the name of the old Winter Solstice 
festivals in Scandinavia and other parts of northern Europe, such as 
Germany.

The Yule Log was originally an entire tree, that was carefully chosen and 
brought into the house with great ceremony. The largest end of the log 
would be placed into the fire hearth while the rest of the tree stuck out 
into the room! Nowadays, of course, most people have central heating 
so it is very difficult to burn a whole tree!
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DIY SNOWFLAKEDIY SNOWFLAKEDIY SNOWFLAKE
These coffee filter snowflakes are such a fun 
craft! They’re really easy to make and they look 
great hanging in the window!

SUPPLIES

Coffee filters
Markers

Squirt bottle
of water
Scissors

INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 1: Draw on the coffee filters with markers. Be
creative with colors. 
STEP 2: Spray water onto the filters so the colors will 
blend and blur.
STEP 3: Let filters dry.
STEP 4: Fold the filter in half. Then fold in half again two more times.
STEP 5: Cut out small shapes on both sides of your triangle shape.
STEP 6: Unfold to reveal your unique snowflake design! 

SNOWFLAKE SCIENCE

The structure of a snowflake can be found in just six water 
molecules that form a crystal. That crystal starts as a tiny speck of 
dust or pollen which catches water vapor out of the air and 
eventually forms the simplest of snowflake shapes; a tiny hexagon 
called ‘diamond dust’. Then, randomness takes over. More water 
molecules land and attach to the flake. Depending on temperature 
and humidity, those simple hexagons can give rise to seemingly 
infinite shapes. 
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SOLSTICE
DARKNESS  
SHORTEST  
POLES 
TILT

WINTER  
DECEMBER 
SUN  
PLANET  
SHADOW 

Try to find all the words listed in the list below.  Remember, 
the words can be up, down, diagonal, and backwards!

SOLSTICE SEARCH



SOLSTICE SEARCH
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Use your decoder ring to reveal a fun solstice fact! 
** Turn your coder so the letter A lines up with 20.

5 2 7 24

12

20

13 1 24 12

26

7 1214 1324 8 7

8 713 124 24 7 2426

23 2 1316 1122

16 7 132 1124 12 5 128 213 22 24
.
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TOP SECRET SCIENTISTTOP SECRET SCIENTIST
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TOP SECRET SCIENTIST
Make your own Secret Decoder Ring!

STEP 1: Print out the two page templates
and the coded message page.
STEP 2: Cut out each circle.
STEP 3: Place the middle circle on top
of the larger circle so the letters and 
images line up.  
STEP 4: Place the smaller circle on top and use scissors
or a nail to punch a hole through all the circles.
STEP 5: Push the paper fastener through the circles and fasten.

Secret codes are similar to science investigations. They contain 
both direct and indirect evidence to help you draw conclusions 
and solve the code!

When you analyze the data from an investigation, you need to 
look at all the evidence. Sometimes the evidence is very clear and 
direct or observable and measurable. This is called direct 
evidence.

Evidence that is not as clear and measurable is called indirect 
evidence. This type of evidence you have to infer from what your 
data tells you or what you can see but can not actually measure. 

Both types of evidence are used to draw conclusions and 
determine whether you have answered your question or 
proved your hypothesis or solved your code.
 

SUPPLIES:

Circle templates
Coded message

Scissors
Paper fastener
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